**Dominion, Smartmatic, Sequoia And Venezuela**

**TOPLINES**

Dominion And Smartmatic Are Independent Companies That Split From Each Other In 2012.
- Both Dominion and Smartmatic are companies that provide election systems consulting.
- Dominion entered into a partnership with Smartmatic in 2009.
  - Dominion provided Smartmatic with voter machines used in the 2010 and 2013 Philippine elections.
  - There were highly publicized glitches in the machines that caused reputational harm on Dominion.
- Dominion and Smartmatic terminated their partnership in 2012 after Smartmatic began doing business in Puerto Rico which Dominion interpreted as a violation of a noncompetition agreement in the United States.
  - There is no evidence Dominion used Smartmatic technology in their machines in the 2020 election.

There Is No Apparent Relationship Between Smartmatic And The Spanish Company Indra.
- Smartmatic claims that is has no relationship with Indra.
- Smartmatic and Indra are rivals in the Philippines.
- There is no evidence that votes were being counted overseas in Spain.
  - The co-founder and CEO of Smartmatic is a Spanish-Venezuelan Citizen who now lives in London.
  - Smartmatic is headquartered in London.

Dominion Has Not Direct Ties To Venezuela.
- While Dominion has no company ties to Venezuela, Smartmatic does through its owners.
- Smartmatic was investigated by the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States due to its ties to Venezuela.
- In 2004, Smartmatic was chosen by Venezuelan authorities to be used in a contentious referendum that confirmed Chavez as President.
  - This election is believed to have been tampered with, as the algorithm appeared to adjust the vote in Chavez favor.
- Before this election, the Venezuelan government invested in a smaller company tied to Smartmatic through its owners.
  - In return for the investment, the Venezuelan government agency was given a 28 percent stake and a seat on its board.
  - The Venezuelan government placed a senior official of the Science Ministry and advisor to Chavez on elections technology, Omar Montilla, on the board.
• Venezuelan officials insist the money invested was repaid, and that Venezuela never directly had a stake in Smartmatic.

**Sequoia Was Owned By Smartmatic From 2005 to 2007 And Not Purchased By Dominion Until 2010**

• Smartmatic owned Sequoia voting machines from 2005 to 2007
• While Smartmatic owned Sequoia, Sequoia machines caused irregularities in Chicago
• Dominion bought Sequoia in 2010, three years after Smartmatic sold the company

**There Is No Evidence That Dominion's CEO Or Any Other Leader Of The Group Has Ties To Antifa**

• There is no evidence that Dominion CEO John Poulos has ties to Antifa
• There is an internet rumor that Dominion's Director Of Product Safety, Dr. Eric Coomer, had ties to Antifa
  - Coomer allegedly posted (now deleted) some songs to his Facebook Page that were anti-police.
  - Coomer also wrote a Facebook post (now deleted) in which he criticized President Trump for characterizing Antifa as an organization.
  - There is no evidence Coomer is a member or has any ties to Antifa

**COMPANY PROFILE**

*Smartmatic Has A Global Presence*

**Smartmatic Was Established In Florida In The Wake Of The 2000 Election.** "Established in Florida in the wake of the 2000 election, Smartmatic focused on building the most secure, accessible and easy-to-use election technologies ever designed, to safeguard the election process from start to finish." (About Smartmatic: [HYPERLINK "https://www.smartmatic.com/us/about/leadership/"
](https://www.smartmatic.com/us/about/leadership/”), Accessed 11/13/20)


**Smartmatic Has Designed And Implemented Secure Voting Technologies For Election Commissions On 5 Continents In 25 Countries.** "Today, Smartmatic is the world leader in election technology. From Chicago to Manila, From Utah to Belgium, And from Los Angeles to London – since 2003 Smartmatic has successfully designed and implemented secure voting technologies for election commissions on five continents in 25 countries. We've recorded and tabulated more than 5 billion votes with zero security breaches." (About Smartmatic: [HYPERLINK "https://www.smartmatic.com/us/about/leadership/"](https://www.smartmatic.com/us/about/leadership/”), Accessed 11/13/20)


**Company Leadership**

Smartmatic Board Of Directors:
Global Management Team:
- Roger Piñate, President [HYPERLINK "https://www.smartmatic.com/en/about/our-team/"
- Pedro Mugica, President – Global Sales [HYPERLINK "https://www.smartmatic.com/en/about/our-team/

U.S. Leadership Team:
- Denis Bechac, Business Development [HYPERLINK "https://www.smartmatic.com/us/about/leadership/"
- Samira Saba, Director – Communications [HYPERLINK "https://www.smartmatic.com/us/about/leadership/
- Liliana Armas, General Counsel – Americas [HYPERLINK "https://www.smartmatic.com/us/about/leadership/
- Edwin Smith, Director – Certification [HYPERLINK "https://www.smartmatic.com/us/about/leadership/
- Shari Little, Product Management Director [HYPERLINK "https://www.smartmatic.com/us/about/leadership/
- Jeff Scott, Business Product Manager [HYPERLINK "https://www.smartmatic.com/us/about/leadership/

Los Angeles – VSAP Project – Management Team:
- James Long, VSAP Project Director [HYPERLINK "https://www.smartmatic.com/us/about/leadership/
- Dan Murphy, VSAP Engagement Director [HYPERLINK "https://www.smartmatic.com/us/about/leadership/
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• Angie McWhorter, VSAP Project Manager (Our Team: [ HYPERLINK "https://www.smartmatic.com/us/about/leadership/" ]. Accessed 11/13/20)

Smartmatic Is Privately Owned

Smartmatic Is Privately Owned By SGO, Employees, And Angel Investors. "Two of the founders, Antonio Mugica and Roger Piñate, continue to run the company as CEO and President, respectively. The majority of shares (83%) are held by SGO, a company owned by the Mugica and Piñate families. The remaining shares are held by employees (10%) and angel investors (7%)." (Smartmatic Fact-Checked, [ HYPERLINK "https://www.smartmatic.com/us/smartmatic-fact-checked/" ]. Accessed 11/13/20)


Smartmatic's Software Is Not Licensed For Use In Other Company's Voting Machines. "Is Smartmatic's software used in other company's voting machines? No. Smartmatic's software is not licensed or otherwise used by other companies." (Smartmatic Fact-Checked, [ HYPERLINK "https://www.smartmatic.com/us/smartmatic-fact-checked/" ]. Accessed 11/13/20)

Smartmatic Has Transparency Problems

Smartmatic Is Not Transparent, As The Company Has Been "Restructured Into An Elaborate Web Of Offshore Companies And Foreign Trusts." "But the role of the young Venezuelan engineers who founded Smartmatic has become less visible in public documents as the company has been restructured into an elaborate web of offshore companies and foreign trusts." (Tim Golden, "U.S. Investigates Voting Machines' Venezuelan Ties," [ HYPERLINK "https://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/29/washington/29ballot.html" ] 10/29/06)

Smartmatic Was Reorganized In An Array Of Holding Companies Based In Delaware, The Netherlands, And Curaçao, With The Firm's Ownership Further Shielded In Two Curaçao Trusts. "More recent corporate documents show that before and after Smartmatic's purchase of Sequoia from a British-owned firm, the company was reorganized in an array of holding companies based in Delaware (Smartmatic International), the Netherlands (Smartmatic International Holding, B.V.), and Curaçao (Smartmatic International Group, N.V.). The firm's ownership was further shielded in two Curaçao trusts." (Tim Golden, "U.S. Investigates Voting Machines' Venezuelan Ties," [ HYPERLINK "https://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/29/washington/29ballot.html" ] 10/29/06)

• Smartmatic Claims The Reorganization Was Done To Expand The Company's International Operations, Not To Hide Its Ownership. "Mr. Stoller, the Smartmatic spokesman, said that the reorganization was done simply to help expand the company's international operations, and that it had not tried to hide its ownership, which he said was more than 75 percent in the hands of Mr. Mugica and his family." (Tim Golden, "U.S. Investigates Voting Machines' Venezuelan Ties," [ HYPERLINK "https://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/29/washington/29ballot.html" ] 10/29/06)

POLITICAL TIES & DONATIONS

Smartmatic Employees Have Made Nearly Than $12,000 In Political Donations, But These Have Predominantly Gone To Democrats

Smartmatic Employees Have Donated A Total Of $256.86 To Political Candidates Or Committees. ([ HYPERLINK "https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/individual-contributions/?contributor_employer=smartmatic" ]. Accessed 11/13/20)
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Of That Amount, $166.86 - Or 85 Percent - Went To Democratic Candidates Or Committees. ([ HYPERLINK "https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/individual-contributions/?contributor_employer=smartmatic"]. Accessed 11/13/20)

- Two Employees Donated A Total Of $90.00 To President Trump. ([ HYPERLINK "https://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/individual-contributions/?contributor_employer=smartmatic"]. Accessed 11/13/20)


DOMINION VOTING SYSTEMS AND SMARTMATIC'S SHORT-LIVED PARTNERSHIP

Dominion Voting Systems And Smartmatic Are Independent Companies That Offer Election Management Systems


DOMINION VOTING SYSTEMS DOES NOT OWN SMARTMATIC

Dominion Voting Systems Does Not Own Smartmatic. "Neither Smartmatic or Mr. Soros has any ownership interest whatsoever in Dominion, and they have had no ownership interest in the past. Dominion has no relationship whatsoever with Mr. Soros, his companies or his foundations." ("Dominion Voting Systems Ownership: Fact Check." [ HYPERLINK "https://www.co.hunterdon.nj.us/pdf/ElectionBd/2016-HunterdonCountyVotingMachineFactCheck.pdf" ]. 10/25/16)
Snopes: Dominion Has No Company Ownership Relationships With Smartmatic. "Dominion has no company ownership relationships with any member of the Pelosi family, the Feinstein family, or the Clinton Global Initiative, Smartmatic, or any ties to Venezuela. Dominion works with all political parties; our customer base and our government outreach practices reflect this nonpartisan approach." [Dan Ewell, "Rumor Alert: Dominion Voting Systems Fraud Claims," HYPERLINK "https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/rumor-alert-dominion-voting-systems-fraud-claims/" ] 11/6/20

In 2009, Dominion Entered Into A Contract Providing Optical Scanners To Smartmatic

In 2009, Dominion Entered Into A Contract With Smartmatic In Which They Provided Smartmatic Optical Scanners To Be Used In The 2010 Philippine Election. "Dominion entered into a 2009 contract with Smartmatic and provided Smartmatic with the PCOS machines (optical scanners) that were used in the 2010 Philippine election, the biggest automated election run by a private company. The automation of that first election in the Philippines was hailed by the international community and by the critics of the automation. The results transmission reached 90% of votes four hours after polls closed and Filipinos knew for the first time who would be their new president on Election Day. In keeping with local Election law requirements, Smartmatic and Dominion were required to provide the source code of the voting machines prior to elections so that it could be independently verified." [Voting Technology Companies in the U.S.- Their Histories and Present Contributions, HYPERLINK "https://www.accesswire.com/471912/Voting-Technology-Companies-in-the-US--Their-Histories-and-Present-Contributions" 8/10/17]

Smartmatic's Reputation Suffered After Glitches In The Philippine Elections

Dominion And Smartmatic’s Reputations Suffered After A Series Of High Profile Glitches In The 2010 And 2013 Philippine Elections. "Both companies’ reputations suffered as a result of heavily publicized litigation relating to a software glitch that was resolved just before the 2010 election and that litigation rumbled on to partly affect the mid-term elections in 2013. However, for the 2016 elections in the Philippines, Smartmatic operated with their own technology having released a new vote counting machine which replaced the previous version, resulting in 'the speediest canvassing proceedings in the country's history.' [Voting Technology Companies in the U.S.- Their Histories and Present Contributions, HYPERLINK "https://www.accesswire.com/471912/Voting-Technology-Companies-in-the-US--Their-Histories-and-Present-Contributions" 8/10/17]

Litigation Over Smartmatic "Glitches" Has Alleged An Impact On The 2010 And 2013 Mid-Term Elections In The Philippines. "Litigation over Smartmatic 'glitches' alleges they impacted the 2010 and 2013 mid-term elections in the Philippines, raising questions of cheating and fraud. An independent review of the source codes used in the machines found multiple problems, which concluded, 'The software inventory provided by Smartmatic is inadequate, ... which brings into question the software credibility,' ABS-CBN reported." [Bethany Blankley, "Officials Raised Concerns For Years About Security Of US Voting Machines, Software Systems," HYPERLINK "https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/politics/officials-raised-concerns-for-years-about-security-of-us-voting-machines-software-systems" 11/9/20]

Note: Smartmatic’s Chairman Is Loosely Affiliated With George Soros

Smartmatic’s Chairman, Mark Malloch Brown, Is A Member Of The British House Of Lords And Was A Former Vice-Chairman Of George Soros’ Investment Funds. "Smartmatic’s chairman is a member of the British House of Lords, Mark Malloch Brown, a former vice-chairman of George Soros’ Investment Funds, former vice-president at the World Bank, lead international partner at Sawyer Miller, a political consulting firm, and former vice-chair of the World Economic Forum who "remains deeply involved in international affairs." The company’s reported globalist ties have caused members of the media and government officials to raise questions about its involvement in the U.S. electoral process." [Bethany Blankley, "Officials Raised Concerns For Years About Security Of US Voting Machines, Software Systems," HYPERLINK "https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/politics/officials-raised-concerns-for-years-about-security-of-us-voting-machines-software-systems" ] 11/9/20
**Domion And Smartmatic Terminated Their Contract In 2012 Over A Disagreement Regarding A Noncompetition Agreement In Puerto Rico**

In 2012, Dominion Accused Smartmatic Of Breaching A Noncompetition Clause By Conducting Business In Puerto Rico - Smartmatic Claimed That Puerto Rico Was Not Part Of The United States And Therefore Was Not In Violation Of An Agreement Not To Compete In The United States. In 2012, Smartmatic submitted a bid to sell the licensed voting systems to the government of Puerto Rico for its upcoming elections. Dominion also submitted a bid. Upon learning of Smartmatic's bid, Dominion notified Smartmatic by letter that Smartmatic was in breach of the license agreement's noncompetition provision, asserting that Puerto Rico is 'in the United States.' Dominion also purported to terminate the agreement as a result of the alleged breach. Smartmatic rejected Dominion's termination as invalid, contending that Puerto Rico is not 'in the United States.' Following its purported termination of the license agreement, Dominion ceased performing its contractual obligations, leading Smartmatic to file suit in the Court of Chancery. In response, Dominion asserted counterclaims. (Smartmatic Int'l Corp. v. Dominion Voting Sys. Int'l Corp. CA. No. 7844-CP (Del. Ch. May 1, 2012) (Parsons, V.C.).)

**There Is No Evidence That Dominion Used Smartmatic's Software In The 2020 Election Cycle**

The Partnership Between Dominion And Smartmatic Ended In 2012 “On Rocky Terms.” “As previously mentioned, Smartmatic and Dominion Voting have shared tumultuous interactions. Their 2009 partnership ended on rocky terms. The termination of their agreement in 2012 had the potential to deny Smartmatic access to vital material and information necessary to correct any issues with the PCOS voting devices, which created an understandable fear among the Filipino public since Smartmatic had been contracted to provide the PCOS systems for the May 2013 mid-term elections. However, for the mid-term 2013 elections, Smartmatic deployed 76,000 machines and only 258 of those had to be replaced, and in many cases, it was due to handling errors rather than machine failures.” (Voting Technology Companies in the U.S. - Their Histories and Present Contributions) (https://www.accesswire.com/471912/Voting-Technology-Companies-in-the-US-Their-Histories-and-Present-Contributions) 8/10/17)

**THERE IS NO APPARENT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SMARTMATIC AND INTRA**

Smartmatic And Indra Do Not Appear To Have Ties


**Smartmatic And Indra Are Rivals**

Smartmatic And Indra Were Considered Rival Companies In The Philippines. “It looks like the war between two technology providers vying for a P2.5-billion contract at the Commission on Elections (Comelec) for the 2016 presidential polls has begun. Smartmatic-TIM Corp., which provided the technology during the last two elections in the country, has questioned the eligibility of rival Indra Sistemas S.A. to participate in the public bidding for the lease of 23,000 optical mark reader (OMR) machines for the forthcoming balloting. In a statement, Smartmatic-TIM lead counsel Ruby Yusi said the approval of Indra’s eligibility in the first stage of the bidding process was questionable since the Spanish company failed to properly designate a local representative for the bidding.” (The War Between 2 Tech Firms For...
Rudy Giuliani Claimed That Smartmatic Sent Its Votes Overseas To Barcelona To Be Counted

On November 12, Rudy Giuliani claimed on Fox Business that votes from the Dominion machines sent the votes to be counted in Barcelona, Spain. Rudy Giuliani: "Dominion is a Canadian company but all of its software is Smartmatic Software. The votes actually go to Barcelona, Spain." (Fox Business "Lou Dobbs Tonight," 11/12/20)

However, the only apparent evidence that votes were being counted in Spain was that Smartmatic is owned by a Spanish person.

Antonio Mugica is the CEO and co-founder of Smartmatic Corp. (Antonio Mugica, [Hyperlink](https://www.bloomberg.com/profile/person/15135990), accessed 11/13/20)

Mugica is a Spanish-Venezuelan dual national. "The firm said it is owned primarily by three entrepreneurs: Antonio Mugica, a dual-Spanish-Venezuelan national." (Voting Machine Company Vows No Connection to Venezuelan President Chavez, [Hyperlink](https://www.govtech.com/security/Voting-Machine-Company-Vows-No-Connection.html), 1/1/09)

Mugica lives in London, United Kingdom. (Antonio Mugica, [Hyperlink](https://www.linkedin.com/in/antoniomugica/?originalSubdomain=uk), accessed 11/13/20)

Smartmatic is headquartered in London, United Kingdom. (Get in touch with us, [Hyperlink](https://www.smartmatic.com/us/contact/), accessed 11/13/20)

VENEZUELA

Dominion has no company ties to Venezuela.

Snopes: Dominion has no company ties to Venezuela. "Dominion has no company ownership relationships with any member of the Pelosi family, the Feinstein family, or the Clinton Global Initiative, Smartmatic, or any ties to Venezuela. Dominion works with all political parties; our customer base and

**Smartmatic’s Ties To Venezuela**

**Smartmatic’s Business Address Was Originally Registered To The Father Of One Of The Two Young Venezuelan Engineers Who Were Its Principal Officers, Antonio Mugica And Alfredo Anzola.** “Smartmatic was then a fledgling technology start-up. Its registered address was the Boca Raton, Fla., home of the father of one of the two young Venezuelan engineers who were its principal officers, Antonio Mugica and Alfredo Anzola, and it had a one-room office with a single secretary.” (Tim Golden, “U.S. Investigates Voting Machines’ Venezuela Ties.” [ HYPERLINK "https://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/29/washington/29ballot.html" ] 10/29/06)

**The Concerns About Possible Ties Between The Owners Of Smartmatic And The Chávez Government Have Been Well Known To U.S. Foreign Policy Officials Since 2004.** “The concerns about possible ties between the owners of Smartmatic and the Chávez government have been well known to United States foreign-policy officials since before the 2004 recall election in which Mr. Chávez, a strong ally of President Fidel Castro of Cuba, won by an official margin of nearly 20 percent.” (Tim Golden, “U.S. Investigates Voting Machines’ Venezuela Ties.” [ HYPERLINK "https://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/29/washington/29ballot.html" ] 10/29/06)

**In 2006, The Committee On Foreign Investment In The United States Opened An Investigation Into Smartmatic.** “The federal government is investigating the takeover last year of a leading American manufacturer of electronic voting systems by a small software company that has been linked to the leftist Venezuelan government of President Hugo Chávez. The inquiry is focusing on the Venezuelan owners of the software company, the Smartmatic Corporation, and is trying to determine whether the government in Caracas has any control or influence over the firm’s operations, government officials and others familiar with the investigation said. The inquiry on the eve of the midterm elections is being conducted by the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States, or Cfius, the same panel of 12 government agencies that reviewed the abortive attempt by a company in Dubai to take over operations at six American ports earlier this year.” (Tim Golden, “U.S. Investigates Voting Machines’ Venezuela Ties.” [ HYPERLINK "https://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/29/washington/29ballot.html" ] 10/29/06)

**The Venezuelan Government Invested Heavily In Smartmatic’s Owners**

**In 2004, Smartmatic Was Chosen By Venezuelan Authorities To Be Used In A Contentious Referendum That Confirmed Hugo Chávez As President.** “Smartmatic was a little-known firm with no experience in voting technology before it was chosen by the Venezuelan authorities to replace the country’s elections machinery ahead of a contentious referendum that confirmed Mr. Chávez as president in August 2004.” (Tim Golden, “U.S. Investigates Voting Machines’ Venezuela Ties.” [ HYPERLINK "https://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/29/washington/29ballot.html" ] 10/29/06)

- **This Election Involved “A Very Subtle Algorithm” That Appeared To Adjust The Vote In Chávez’s Favor.** “Turning to Venezuela, he said that Chavez controlled all of the country’s voting equipment before he won a 2004 nationwide recall vote that had threatened to end his rule. When Chavez won, Venezuelan mathematicians challenged results that showed him to be consistently strong in parts of the country where he had weak support. The mathematicians found ‘a very subtle algorithm’ that appeared to adjust the vote in Chavez’s favor, Stigall said.” (Greg Gordon, “Most Electronic Voting Isn’t Secure, CIA Expert Says.” [ HYPERLINK "https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/article24530650.html" ] 3/24/09)
Months Before This Contract Was Awarded To Smartmatic, A Venezuelan Government Financing Agency Invested Over $200,000 Into A Technology Company Owned By Some Of The Same People As Smartmatic, That Joined With Smartmatic As A Minor Partner In The Bid. “Seven months before that voting contract was awarded, a Venezuelan government financing agency invested more than $200,000 into a smaller technology company, owned by some of the same people as Smartmatic, that joined with Smartmatic as a minor partner in the bid.” (Tim Golden, “U.S. Investigates Voting Machines’ Venezuela Ties.” [HYPERLINK “https://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/29/washington/29ballot.html” 1.0/29/06])

- This Smaller Company Was Called The Bizta Corporation. “Opposition members of Venezuela’s electoral council had also protested that they were excluded from the bidding process in which Smartmatic and a smaller company, the Bizta Corporation, were selected to replace a $120 million system that had been built by Election Systems and Software of Omaha.” (Tim Golden, “U.S. Investigates Voting Machines’ Venezuela Ties.” [HYPERLINK “https://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/29/washington/29ballot.html” 1.0/29/06])

In Return, The Venezuelan Government Agency Was Given A 28 Percent Stake In The Smaller Company And A Seat On Its Board. “In return, the government agency was given a 28 percent stake in the smaller company and a seat on its board, which was occupied by a senior government official who had previously advised Mr. Chávez on elections technology. But Venezuelan officials later insisted that the money was merely a small-business loan and that it was repaid before the referendum.” (Tim Golden, “U.S. Investigates Voting Machines’ Venezuela Ties.” [HYPERLINK “https://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/29/washington/29ballot.html” 1.0/29/06])


In 2006, A Smartmatic Spokesperson Denied That Venezuela Has Ever Held Any Stake In Smartmatic, But Acknowledged The Role The Venezuelan Government Played In The “Separate Company” Bizta. “No foreign government or entity, including Venezuela, has ever held any stake in Smartmatic,” Mr. Stoller said. ‘Smartmatic has always been a privately held company, and despite that, we’ve been fully transparent about the ownership of the corporation.’ Mr. Stoller emphasized that Bizta was a separate company and said the shares the Venezuelan government received in it were ‘the guarantee for a loan.” (Tim Golden, “U.S. Investigates Voting Machines’ Venezuela Ties.” [HYPERLINK “https://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/29/washington/29ballot.html” 1.0/29/06])

Venezuelan Officials Insisted The Money Invested In Bizta Was “Merely A Small-Business Loan And That It Was Repaid Before The Referendum.” “But Venezuelan officials later insisted that the money was merely a small-business loan and that it was repaid before the referendum.” (Tim Golden, “U.S. Investigates Voting Machines’ Venezuela Ties.” [HYPERLINK “https://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/29/washington/29ballot.html” 1.0/29/06])
SMARTMATIC OWNED SEQUOIA BETWEEN 2005 AND 2007

In 2005, Smartmatic Bought Sequoia Voting Systems


While Smartmatic Owned Sequoia, Sequoia Voting Machines Caused Irregularities In Chicago

In March 2006, a series of delays and irregularities in Chicago were blamed on Sequoia Voting Machines, traceable to Smartmatic workers and software issues from Venezuela. "But after a municipal primary election in Chicago in March, Sequoia voting machines were blamed for a series of delays and irregularities. Smartmatic's new president, Jack A. Blaine, acknowledged in a public hearing that Smartmatic workers had been flown up from Venezuela to help with the vote. Some problems with the election were later blamed on a software component, which transmits the voting results to a central computer, that was developed in Venezuela." (Tim Golden, "U.S. Investigates Voting Machines' Venezuela Ties," [HYPERLINK "https://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/29/washington/29ballot.html" ]. 10/29/06)

In 2007, Smartmatic Sold Sequoia Voting Machines

In 2007, Smartmatic was forced to sell Sequoia Voting Systems. "On December 22, 2006, Smartmatic Corporation announced the company's intention to sell Sequoia Voting Systems. At that time, Smartmatic CEO Antonio Mugica stated, 'Sequoia's customer base has grown substantially and its revenues have increased four-fold. However, given the current climate of the United States marketplace with so much public debate over foreign ownership of firms in an area that is viewed as critical U.S. infrastructure - election technology - we feel it is in both companies' best interests to move forward as separate entities with separate ownership. As part of this process, we plan to sell our Sequoia Voting Systems ownership.' Sequoia Voting Systems worked for many months with Smartmatic to find an appropriate situation that would be a win-win for both companies. Given Sequoia's strong position in the US electoral market and significant opportunities therein, many buyers expressed interest in Sequoia. Smartmatic selected this team to purchase Sequoia as they believe in the ability of Sequoia's current management team to perform as successfully as they have in the past, which will allow Smartmatic to capitalize on the earn-out purchase plan." (Press Release, "U.S. Voting Technology Leader Sequoia Voting Systems Announces New Corporate Ownership," [HYPERLINK "http://web.archive.org/web/20071226071517/http://www.sequoiavote.com/pressText.php?pressLn=41" ], 11/8/07)

- Jack Blaine and Peter McManemy Led The Purchase Of Sequoia From Smartmatic, Making The Company U.S. Owned. "The investment group, led by Sequoia President & CEO Jack Blaine and company Chief Financial Officer Peter McManemy, purchased Sequoia from former parent company Smartmatic Corporation for an undisclosed sum. As with most transactions involving two private entities, the specific terms of the sale are not being disclosed. However, this transaction does include investment by the management team, a small loan and an earn-out. This scenario provides an excellent financial structure for Sequoia to leverage and completely eliminates Smartmatic's ownership, control and operational rights of any kind in Sequoia." (Press Release, "U.S. Voting Technology Leader Sequoia Voting Systems Announces New Corporate Ownership," [HYPERLINK "http://web.archive.org/web/20071226071517/http://www.sequoiavote.com/pressText.php?pressLn=41" ], 11/8/07)
In 2008, It Was Revealed Smartmatic's Intellectual Property Still Existed In Sequoia's Machines. "In return, Smartmatic promises to grant to Hart a license to use its intellectual property currently found in Sequoia's machines." (Civil Action No. 1:58-VCL) [HYPERLINK "https://courts.delaware.gov/opinions/(q12dhpay5yxghz55qbz5h0nb)/download.aspx?ID=105040" ] 3/31/08

Sequoia Was Acquired By Dominion In 2020

In 2010, Sequoia Was Acquired By Dominion Voting Systems. "After losing money for several years, on March 8, 2005, Sequoia was acquired by Smartmatic, a multi-national technology company which had developed advanced election systems, voting machines included. In November 2007, following a verdict by the CFius, Smartmatic was ordered to sell Sequoia, which it did to its Sequoia managers having U.S. citizenship. Sequoia Voting Systems was acquired by Denver-based Dominion Voting Systems on June 4, 2010." (Manufacturer Profile: [HYPERLINK "https://verifiedvoting.org/election-system/sequoia-dominion-optech-insight/"] ) Accessed 11/13/20

DOMINION'S LEADERSHIP HAS NO TIES TO ANTIFA

There Is No Evidence To The Claim That Dominion's Head Of Strategy And Security Has Ties To Antifa

Note: Similarly, there is no evidence that Dominion's CEO John Poulos has ties to antifa

There Is An Internet Rumor That A Top Level Employee At Dominion Has Ties To Antifa

Eric Coomer Is An Executive With Dominion Voting Systems. "Eric Coomer, an executive with Dominion Voting Systems, which sold the state its new election system last year for more than $100 million, said the problem has to do with the way the voting machines communicate with the underlying Android operating system. He told Tothenberg a minor software change will address the issue." (Jane Brunson, "Lawyers Spar Over Georgia Voting Machine Glitch, Planned Fix." [HYPERLINK "https://apnews.com/article/election-2020-senate-elections-technology-georgia-elections-aff57b7ab7145033f11ee34a1bf4a3c"] 9/29/20)


The Rumors Are Fueled Because Of Now-Deleted Anti-Police Facebook Posts

A Blogger Under The Pseudonym "Conservative Treehouse" Alleged That Dr. Eric Coomer, Who He Claimed Was The Head Of Strategy And Security For Dominion Voting Systems, Was A Supporter Of Antifa For Now-Deleted Facebook Posts In Which Coomer Allegedly Posted Anti-Police Songs. "These are posts that Dr. Eric Coomer posted in May. He is the man that is responsible for the Strategy and Security of Dominion Voting Systems. Notice the anti-American sentiment. Eric Coomer is a major shareholder in Dominion Voting Systems, holder of election system patents and an Antifa supporter." (Conservative Treehouse. [HYPERLINK "https://www.facebook.com/ConservativeTreehouse/posts/3452364778132202"] 11/12/20)

Note: There are other similar posts directed at Dr. Eric Coomer
However, There Is No Evidence That Eric Coomer Is A Supporter Of Antifa In Any Way.

In June, Eric Coomer Posted A Facebook Message In Which He Attacked President Trump's Characterization Of Antifa As An Organization But Did Not Endorse Or Indicate Membership In The Group. (Stephen Oatley, "BREAKING: Does a former Dominion Voter Systems VP and current patent holder have ties to the terrorist group (or idea) known as Antifa?" [HYPERLINK "https://www.ptnewsnetwork.com/breaking-does-a-former-dominion-voter-systems-vp-and-current-patent-holder-have-ties-to-the-terrorist-group-or-idea-known-as-antifa/"]. 11/13/20)
In case you didn't know:
"Antifa" has made a statement:

TO: ALL MEDIA

PUBLIC STATEMENT FROM "ANTIFA" IN RESPONSE TO THE THREATS ISSUED BY UNITED STATES PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP

Dear Mr. Trump:

Let us be perfectly clear:

"Antifa" isn't an organization. There's no membership, no meetings, no dues, no rules, no leaders, no structure. It is, literally, an idea and nothing more. Even the claim of this author to represent "Antifa" is one made unilaterally for the purposes of this communication and nothing more; there is no governing body nor trademark owner to dispute the author's right to represent "AntiFa."

"Antifa" is a neologism constructed from a contraction of the phrase "anti-fascist." The truth is, there's no such thing as being "anti-Fascist." Either you are a decent human being with a conscience, or you are a fascist.

The ostensible president of the United States has, today, openly declared that he is a fascist, and that he intends to turn the military power of the United States into a fascist tool.

Now there is no question, and we can stop pretending that this man represents anything but the worst in humanity, which his supporters embody.

And that is the only effect his words will have.

It will likely be no problem for LEO to identify the author of this document, who also has maintained the "Antifa" page on Facebook since founding it in 2017.

The author of this document is unconcerned with that inevitability because neither that author, nor this document, has been involved in a crime of any sort in any way.

But, since both the "president" and the media insist on acting as though "AntiFa" is this big, scary organization, the author supposes it's time for "AntiFa" to make a statement.

Thus:

"Antifa supports and defends the right of all people to live free from